
Chapter 9
Tracking Plurigaussian Simulations

M. Armstrong, A. Mondaini and S. Camargo

Abstract The mathematical method called Plurigaussian Simulations was invented
in France in the 1990s for simulating the internal architecture of oil reservoirs. It
rapidly proved useful in other domains in the earth sciences: mining, hydrology and
history matching. In this chapter we use complex dynamic networks first developed
in statistical mechanics to track the diffusion of the method within academia, using
citation data from Google Scholar. Since governments and funding agencies want
to know whether ideas developed in research projects have a positive effect on the
economy, we also studied how plurigaussian simulations diffused from academia to
industry. The literature on innovation usually focusses on patents but as there were
few on plurigaussian simulations, we needed criteria for deciding whether an
innovation had been adopted by industry. Three criteria were identified:

• Repeat co-authorship. Many published papers were co-authored by mining or oil
companies, or by consulting firms. While this demonstrates interest from
industry, in some cases it seemed to be “window-shopping” but companies that
continued to publish on this topic (i.e. “repeat co-authors”) had clearly adopted
the method.

• Specialized training. Companies that wanted to build-up inhouse competency,
sent their personnel for postgraduate training or to specialized short courses.

• Bringing in consultants. Rather than investing the time and effort in building up
competency in-house, other companies got studies carried out by consulting
firms.
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The second criterion revealed how important master’s level courses are in training
geoscientists in the latest techniques. Their role in transferring knowledge to
industry is undervalued in current procedures for evaluating university departments.

Keywords Complex dynamic networks ⋅ University-industry interaction
Technology diffusion ⋅ Google Scholar citations

9.1 Introduction

In August 2015 Fundacao Getulio Vargas (FGV)1 organized a 3 day seminar on
applied research and invited Jane Tinkler from the London School of Economics to
give a plenary lecture on how to assess the impact of research in the social sciences
on policy decisions. She stressed the fact that it often takes 15–20 years to see the
effects of academic research in the real world. Her talk inspired the lead author to
ask how research in the geosciences diffuses within academia and from there, into
industry. Why is it important to understand how ideas are adopted by industry?
Because in the future, in addition to publishing in top journals, academics will
probably need to demonstrate that their research is generating innovations to fuel
national economies. For example, the Australian government has been funding a
national survey since 2001 to collect data on the commercialization of the results of
publicly funded research, especially their impact on intellectual property.

Since the pioneering work of Schumpeter in the 1940s, economists have agreed
that a large component of modern economic growth has been driven by “innova-
tion”, that is, the arrival of new ideas. Nowadays, most papers on the relationship
between scientific research and innovation use citation data to measure the pro-
duction of new ideas in science and patent data to measure the creation of new
potentially successful commercial ideas. Patents have become particularly impor-
tant in this context for three reasons (Agrawal and Henderson 2002):

• The patenting process requires that inventors’ names, dates, assignee institu-
tions, locations and detailed descriptions of the invention’s claims be recorded.
Innovation-related details are rarely recorded systematically outside of patent
records.

• Innovations that are patented are expected to be commercially useful.
• Patenting data has recently become available in machine-readable form.

This approach has proved very fruitful in fields where the technology is evolving
rapidly and where patents protect their inventors, for example, pharmacy and
biotechnology, nanotechnologies, and wind and solar power generation. But it is

1FGV is a private university and think tank located in Rio de Janeiro, that has internationally
recognized research groups in economics, law, public administration, and management, and more
recently an energy group and an applied maths department.
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not pertinent in sectors where patents are less common and where the transfer of
new ideas from academia to industry follows different channels (Zellner 2003;
Martin and Tang 2007; Moser 2012; Maietta 2015). Geosciences is one such
domain.

In order to discover how ideas diffuse within academia and from there into
industry, we chose to focus on a specific new method (plurigaussian simulations)
which was invented in France in the 1990s for simulating the internal architecture
of oil reservoirs (Galli et al. 1994; Armstrong et al. 2011). It rapidly proved useful
in other domains in the earth sciences: mining, hydrology and history matching. In
the first part of this chapter, after collecting citation data from Google Scholar, we
use complex dynamic networks first developed in statistical mechanics to track the
diffusion of the method in the academic world. In the second half of the chapter we
study how this method moved into industry.

The chapter is divided into five sections. The next one (Sect. 9.2) is a literature
review on complex dynamic networks, especially citation networks. In Sect. 9.3
this technique is applied to our citation network for plurigaussian simulations. As
only 9 out of the 550 citations were patents, these were not the vector in transferring
the method into industry. In Sect. 9.4 we identify three key indicators showing how
this innovation was incorporated in industry. Our conclusions follow in Sect. 9.5.

9.2 Review of Complex Networks

Over the past 30 years the methods developed by physicists for studying networks
in statistical mechanics have been adapted to analyzing other types of networks
including the world-wide web (Broder et al. 2000; Albert 1999, 2000), power grids
(Watts and Strogatz 1998), telephone call grids (Abello et al. 1998) and airline
timetables (Amaral et al. 2000). Newman (2001) and Barabasi et al. (2002) both
studied citation networks in which the authors were the nodes in the network and a
link was formed between two authors when they co-authored a paper. Newman
(2001) studied four such collaboration networks:

1. Los Alamos e-print Archive: a database of unrefereed preprints in physics
submitted by the authors from 1992 to 2000;

2. Medline: a database of articles on biomedical research published in refereed
journals from 1961 to 2000. The entries are submitted by maintainers, rather
than the papers authors, giving it a greater coverage;

3. Stanford Public Information Retrieval System (SPIRES): a database of preprints
and published papers in high-energy physics;

4. Networked Computer Science Technical Reference Library (NCSTRL): a
database of preprints in computer science, submitted by participating institutions
and stretching back about 10 years from 2000.
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Although the databases went back earlier Newman limited his study to the
window from 1995 to 1999 in order to obtain a good static photo of the conditions
at that time. In contrast Barabasi et al. (2002) studied the evolution over time of
patterns of collaboration in two specific fields: mathematics and neuro-science, over
the period from 1991 to 1998, using databases consisting of 70,975 different
authors and 70,901 papers for mathematics and 209,293 authors 210,750 papers for
neuroscience.

By 2000, theoretical and empirical studies had uncovered three important
results: firstly, most networks have the so-called small-world property which means
that the average separation between nodes is rather small; secondly, real networks
display a higher degree of clustering than expected for purely random networks and
finally, the degree distribution follows a scale-free power-law form (Barabasi et al.
2002). Initially it had been expected that the Web would be a random network like
those characterized by Erdos and Renyi (1959). In that case the probability of any
two nodes being connected is constant, and most nodes have a degree (number of
connections) that is close to the average and the degree distribution is exponential.
Albert et al. (1999) showed that the distribution for the Web is a power-law, which
means that a few nodes are highly connected while the vast majority have a smaller
degree than average.

By computing the statistics of the number of authors per paper, the number of
papers per author and the number of collaborators per author in various fields,
Newman (2001) confirmed that their distributions follow a power-law form. All the
networks contain a giant component of scientists, any two of whom can be con-
nected by a shortest path of intermediate collaborators.

9.3 Network Analysis of Google Citations of Plurigaussian
Simulations

The first step in our study consisted of collecting all the publications up to
December 2015, found by Google Scholar for the term “Plurigaussian simulations”.
A total of 555 references were obtained. Google Scholar had ordered them from the
most relevant to the least (as determined by its algorithm). They include journal
articles, working papers, doctoral and master’s theses, final year projects, patents
and the two books on Plurigaussian Simulations together with chapters from the
books which are sold separately by the publishers. These citations can be split into
four groups:

(1) Pertinent documents which develop the theory, or report case studies;
(2) Papers which mention that plurigaussian simulations could be used to model

the internal architecture of reservoirs or orebodies but which prefer to use
another method (usually multipoint geostatistics);

(3) Papers which mention plurigaussian simulations briefly. For example, Laigle
et al. (2013) commented in their concluding paragraph that “Another use would
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be to constrain geostatistical simulations by the model results, e.g., training
maps for multipoint or plurigaussian methods”.

(4) Papers which do not mention plurigaussian simulations at all.

Of the original 555 references, 307 fell into the first category, 166 into either the
second or third while 82 fell into the fourth category. The last group were elimi-
nated from further study. For the 473 references in the first 3 categories, we noted
the information listed in Table 9.1. Table 9.2 summarises the statistics of appli-
cations in the four main domains.

• Most papers were written by teams of authors (more than 3 per paper on
average, up to 10 for some oil papers). Papers by single authors were usually
dissertations. This confirms the finding by Wuchty et al. (2007) that papers are
now being produced by teams of authors; solo papers are getting rarer.

• International cooperation was a common feature: 28% of papers on oil, 21% for
mining and 17% for water and history matching.

• Many papers had authors from companies or consulting firms (57.8% for oil;
35.2% for mining; 23.8% for history matching) but far fewer for water (only
9.2%), probably because water is a public good whereas mining and oil com-
panies are designed to make a profit.

Table 9.1 Information noted
for each of the 473 documents

Year of publication

Type of application (oil, mining, water resources, history
matching, theory)
Number of authors
Whether the document is a patent
Whether any of the authors works for a company and if so the
company’s name
Whether any of the authors works for a consulting group or a
software vendor, and if so, the consultant’s name
Country of the lead author
Whether the authors came from more than 1 country
Whether the paper is directly relevant; that is, belongs to
category (1)

Table 9.2 Results for the four main applied fields

Oil Mining Water resources History matching

Total N° 116 71 65 101
Patents 5 0 0 4
Company 41 11 2 16
Consultant 26 14 4 8
International 26 20 11 17

Irrelevant 24 25 31 35
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• Countries with strong mining and petroleum industries were well-represented
amongst the papers.

• Migration by scientists was a factor that accounted for the excellence of some
countries.

• Surprisingly only 9 of the documents were patents and these were all in the
petroleum sector (either oil or history matching).

9.3.1 Building a Citation Network

In contrast to Newman (2001) and Barabasi (2002) who built their citation network
by considering authors as nodes and linking those who had joint papers, we con-
structed the plurigaussian network by considering each publication as a node with
an edge between two of them when one publication cites the other one, producing a
directed network. Our network (Fig. 9.1) is displayed with different colours for the
different fields of application: black for oil, mauve for mining, blue for water, red
for history matching, green for agriculture, mustard for soil science and white for
others. As expected, publications in the same field tend to be clustered together in
the network.

Fig. 9.1 The citation network for plurigaussian simulations, with different colours indicating the
different fields of application: black for oil, mauve for mining, blue for water, red for history
matching, green for agriculture, mustard for soil science and white for others. The size of the nodes
are proportional to their rank according to PageRank and Betweenness centrality
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As the network is composed of about 500 publications, it is interesting to know
which nodes are the most important, and centrality measures are a good way to
provide such answers based on the topology of the network. Here we used two
measures: PageRank and Betweenness centrality. PageRank (Page et al. 1999)
evaluates the importance of a node based on how many edges point to it,
Betweenness centrality (Freeman 1977) estimates whether a node is likely to be
placed between other pairs of vertices. Figure 9.1 shows the network of pluri-
gaussian simulations when the node size is proportional to PageRank centrality (left
panel) and Betweenness centrality (right panel). At first glance the figures look very
similar but there are differences in the importance of some of the nodes as can be
seen in Table 9.3 which lists the ten most important publications according to these
two centrality measures.

Table 9.3 Rank of publications according centrality measures, namely Pagerank and
Betweenness

Rank PageRank Betweenness

1 Stochastic Modeling and Geostatistics:
Principles, Methods, and Case Studies,
Vol. II, AAPG Computer Applications
in Geology 5

Multivariate geostatistics

2 Multivariate geostatistics Basic linear geostatistics
3 Truncated plurigaussian method:

theoretical and practical points of view
Dealing with spatial heterogeneity

4 Geostatistics Wollongong &96. 1 (1997) Advance supply of emergency
contraception: effect on use and usual
contraception—a randomized trial

5 Gradual deformation and iterative
calibration of Gaussian-related
stochastic models

Critical evaluation of the ensemble
Kalman filter on history matching of
geologic facies

6 Error propagation in environmental
modelling with GIS

Gradual deformation and iterative
calibration of Gaussian-related stochastic
models

7 Basic linear geostatistics Error propagation in environmental
modelling with GIS

8 Advance supply of emergency
contraception: effect on use and usual
contraception—a randomized trial

Geostatistics for seismic data integration
in Earth models: 2003 Distinguished
Instructor Short Course

9 The FFT moving average (FFT-MA)
generator: An efficient numerical method
for generating and conditioning
Gaussian simulations

Achievements and challenges in
petroleum geostatistics

10 Gaussian Markov random fields: theory
and applications

Real-time reservoir model updating
using ensemble Kalman filter
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9.4 Diffusion of the New Method into Industry

In our analysis of the citation network we had been surprised to find so few patents
(only 9 out of 550). Moreover these only started in 2006 (i.e. 10 years after the
invention of the method). This was because software could not be patented software
before then (See Appendix 9.1 for more detail on this). As patent data could not be
used to determine when the method actually reached industry, we need some other
criteria. Based on Tijssen et al. (2009), we used the following:

• One of the authors comes from a mining or an oil company, or
• One of the authors comes from a software vendor or a consulting group

It is important to distinguish between the two. Resource companies like Shell or
Chevron, or Rio Tinto or Anglo-American are “end-users” whereas consultants and
software vendors transfer the idea to end-users, so their business plans are quite
different.

The citations came from four main applied fields2 (oil, mining, water resources
and history matching). Looking back at Table 9.2, very few papers in water
resources had an author from a company or a consulting firm (only 9.2%) compared
to 57.8% for oil, 35.2% for mining and 23.8% for history matching. This is probably
because water is a public good that generates relatively small profits compared to
the oil industry or mining.

9.4.1 Co-authors and Repeat Co-authors from Industry

Although having a co-author from a company or a consulting group shows that the
company is interested in the new technique, it does not tell us whether they have
effectively adopted it. In some cases, co-authoring a paper with an academic is
rather like “window-shopping”. It allows the company to test a new method on a
case-study but adopting it as a standard procedure requires more time and effort
(Martin and Tang 2007). Table 9.4 lists the companies and consultants which had
co-authored more than 1 paper together with the number of papers, for each type of
application. In applications to oil, seven companies and consulting groups had
co-authored two or more papers, compared to 11 which had contributed to only 1;
similarly five mining companies had co-authored two or more papers, compared to
8 which contributed to only 1 paper. It would be interesting to know what happened
to the 11 oil companies that only participated in 1 paper, and likewise for the 8
mining companies. Did they lose interest in the method after an initial test study?
Or did they decide to train their personnel or to outsource studies to consultants?

2Among the other papers, some were theoretical; a few were applications to precision agriculture
or soil science. Plurigaussian simulations were even used to map the soil layers in archeological
sites in ancient Rome (Folle 2009; Raspa 2000).
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9.4.2 Surveys of Academics and Consultants

The last part of the study consisted of a survey to find out (a) which companies had
started training their personnel by sending them to short courses or to postgraduate
and masters courses, and (b) which were outsourcing studies. While there are clear
limitations to what can be obtained from voluntary declarations because people tend
to bias their answers and while our survey was far from exhaustive, the results give
us some ideas about what has happened.

Three groups (the IFP at Rueil-Malmaison, the CG at Fontainebleau and Jeffrey
Yarus and Rich Chambers, in the USA) ran extensive programs of short courses.
Table 9.5 lists the short courses on truncated gaussian and plurigaussian simula-
tions given by Christian Ravenne3 and Brigitte Doligez, both of the IFP. The Centre
de Géostatistique was also active in giving short courses, often as pre-conference
courses or in-house for oil companies, and the consulting and software company,
Geovariances, regularly gives a 5 day course on conditional simulations applied to
mining and has a 3 day course on advanced geostatistics for reservoir characteri-
zation. Both have modules on plurigaussian simulations. From 2000 to 2006, Jef-
frey Yarus and Rich Chambers gave 4–5 courses per year through the Nautilus
Training Organization and two more per year in Abu Dhabi for Schlumberger. After
joining Landmark, they continued giving courses in Houston and London each
year.

Most postgraduate geostatistics courses have modules on simulation. Some
students choose this topic for their project/thesis. The Ecole des Mines de Paris has

Table 9.4 Companies and
consultants which had
co-authored more than 1
paper together with the
number of papers, for each
type of applications

Oil Mining

Beicip-Franlab 5 Areva 2
Geovariances 3 De Beers 2
Halliburton 7 Geovariances 4
Petrobras 2 QG (Aust) 2
Statoil 4 Rio Tinto 2
Sonangol 2
Total Oil Co 7
Only 1 Paper 11 Only 1 Paper 8
Water History matching

Colenco 3 Shell 2
Geovariances 2 Statoil 2

Total Oil Co 4

Only 1 Paper 1 Only 1 Paper 12

3The list is available in his HDR thesis (Ravenne 2001). At the time he was Directeur Associé de
Recherche at the IFP. He subsequently retired in 2008.
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been running a 9 month postgraduate geostatistics course called the CFSG4 since
1980. The last 3 months are devoted to a personal project on a real case-study,
usually provided by the company sponsoring the student. Similarly, final year
undergraduates and masters students have carried out studies on plurigaussian
simulations at the University of Chile, at Edith Cowan University (Western Aus-
tralia), at the University of Adelaide (South Australia), at the federal university

Table 9.5 Short Courses on the truncated gaussian method and on plurigaussian simulations by
Christian Ravenne who was a geologist at the IFPEN before his retirement, and more recently by
Brigitte Doligez, who is also a geologist at the IFPEN

Year Teacher Institute Time Company Place

1989 Ravenne IFP 12 h ARCO,
Exxon,
Conoco

USA

1990 Ravenne IFP 4 h SAGA Norway
Ravenne IFP 3 h Schlumberger Norway

1991 Ravenne IFP 4 h Petrofina Belgium
Ravenne IFP 6 h JNOC Japan
Ravenne IFP 8 h Statoil Norway
Ravenne IFP 6 h Agip Norway

1992 Ravenne IFP 3 h Maersk Denmark
1993 Ravenne IFP 5 h Petrofina Belgium

Ravenne IFP 8 h + 4 days Aramco Saudi-Arabia
Ravenne IFP 8 h Petrobras Brazil
Ravenne IFP 2 h Intervep Venezuela

1994 Ravenne IFP 3 days China
1995 Ravenne IFP 2 h Mobil USA

Ravenne IFP 2 h Amoco USA
1996 Ravenne IFP 4 h Anadarko USA

Ravenne IFP 3 days Chevron
(Nigeria)

CG, France

1997 Ravenne IFP 2 h PDVSA Venezuela
1998 Ravenne IFP 3 h Banoco Bahrein
2011 Ravenne IFP PDVSA Venezuela
2012 Ravenne IFP PDVSA Venezuela
2013 Ravenne IFP PDVSA Venezuela
2000 Doligez IFP 20 h PDVSA Venezuela

Doligez IFP 12 h Chevron Nigeria
2006 Doligez IFP 35 h PDVSA Venezuela
2011 Doligez IFP 30 h PDVSA Venezuela

Doligez IFP 20 h × 2 PUT Iran

4CFSG = Cycle de Formation Spécialisée en Géostatistique.
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Table 9.6 List of the titles of confidential reports on plurigaussian simulations by students at
various universities

Date Student’s Name Country Title of Project

CFSG, Mines-Paristech, Fontainebleau, France

2002 A.S. Wain Canada Plurigaussian lithofacies modelling of Sparky Member,
lower cretaceous Mannville Group, Saskatchewan

2011 E.M. Muller Brazil Simulation of orebody domains using the truncated
plurigaussian method in a copper deposit

2012 C. Goncalves
Monteiro Filho

Brazil Modelling complex lithology indicators in the presence
of border effects (Conceicao iron mine)

2015 S. Petiteau France Review of the procedure for pluri-gaussian simulations
for roll-front uranium deposits, and updating an
existing study

2015 Alan Rojas Kari Stochastic Geological Modeling and Multivariate
Recoverable Resources Evaluation in a Lateritic Nickel
Deposit

C.C. Bohorquez
Urdaneta

Venezuela Plurigaussian study of an oil reservoir

University of Chile, Santiago, Chile

2006 Karina
Gonzalez

Chile Modelamiento probabilístico de unidades geológicas y
su aplicación a la evaluación de recursos minerals
(Master’s Mining) Data from Codelco-radomiro Tomic

2008 Alvaro de la
Quintana

Chile Simulación de unidades litológicas en el yacimiento
Mansa Mina. (Undergraduate, Mining)Data from
Codelco-Ministro Hales

2008 Daniel Silva Chile Control geológico en la simulación geoestadística de
leyes. (Masters Mining) Data from Codelco-Andina

2010 Alejandro
Caceres

Chile Simulación conjunta de unidades geológicas y leyes de
cobre en el sector Sur-Sur del depósito Río Blanco –

Los Bronces; (Masters Geology) Codelco-Andina
2014 Ignacio

Moscoso
Chile Simulación Gaussiana truncada con incertidumbre en

proporciones; (Undergraduate, Mining) Data from
Codelco-Andina

2014 Giovanni
Pernigotti

Chile Simulación plurigaussiana usando proporciones
locales; (Undegraduate, Mining) Data from
Codelco-Andina

2015 Pia Leyton Chile Simulación Gaussiana truncada utilizando información
de proporciones locales; (Undergraduate, Mining)
Codelco-Ministro Hales

2015 Nadia Mery Chile Modelamiento y cosimulación de leyes en un
yacimiento ferrífero; (Undergraduate Mining) Data
from Vale

Edith Cowan University, Perth, Australia

2011 Robin Dunn Australia Plurigaussian Simulation of Rock Types Using Data
from a Gold Mine in Western Australia, (Masters
Mathematics) Big Bell Mine

University of Tehran, Iran

2013 Hassan Talebi Iran Separation of Rock Units and Alteration zones in
Sungun poryphyry copper deposit using Plurigaussian
Simulations
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UFRGS (Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil), to mention just a few. As most of these are
confidential, Google Scholar cannot find these. Table 9.6 lists the titles of projects
that involved plurigaussian simulations and were carried out at various universities.
One interesting feature is the number of studies that used data from the South
American mining companies, Codelco and Vale, which were absent from the list of
“repeat co-authors”.

Lastly, the consulting arm of the IFPEN, Beicip-Franlab, kindly provided us
with a list of the consulting projects involving plurigaussian simulations that they
have carried out for clients (Table 9.7). The range of companies involved is
striking. Almost all of them are national oil companies, many located in the Middle
East.

Looking through these three tables, it is clear that the publications found by
Google Scholar are really only the tip of the iceberg. Underneath, there are many
unpublished dissertations and project reports carried out by final year and masters
level students which remain confidential—in contrast to PhD theses which are
usually available on the internet. Most of these final year and masters dissertations
were carried out on company data by a student who had been given time off work to
study. We believe that these studies are a key step in getting new methods into to
regular use in industry. This suggests that university assessments should take
account of final year projects and master’s level dissertations, which is not the case
at present in most countries, because this is one of the key channels for transferring
new innovations into industry—at least as far as the earth sciences are concerned.

9.5 Conclusions and Perspectives for Future Work

Plurigaussian simulations were developed in France in the mid-1990s for simu-
lating the internal architecture of oil reservoir in order to better predict oil and gas
production. Although they were originally designed for the petroleum industry, they
rapidly found applications in mining and hydrology and then for history matching

Table 9.7 Consulting
studies involving
plurigaussian simulations
carried out by the consulting
arm of the IFPEN,
Beicip-Franlab, from 2000

From To Company Country

2000 2015 PDVSA Venezuela
2002 2007 Sonatrach Algeria
2004 2015 Petrobras Brazil
2005 2005 Pemex Mexico
2005 2005 Agoco Libya
2008 2008 Foxtrot Ivory Coast
2012 2014 KOC Kuwait
2014 2014 ADCO Abu Dhabi
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in the oil industry. From France the technique diffused to other European countries,
then to countries like the USA, Brazil and Chile.

This chapter uses complex dynamic networks to describe how the method dif-
fused within the academic community. Citations found using Google scholar cor-
responding to the term “plurigaussian simulations” were used to track its diffusion
within academia. In contrast to most citation networks where the nodes are the
authors of papers and the link corresponds to co-authoring, in our network the
papers themselves are the nodes which are linked when one paper cites another.

Papers were split according to the domain of the application: oil, mining, water
or history matching. As expected, we found that

• Most papers were written by teams of authors (more than 3 per paper on
average). Papers by single authors were usually dissertations.

• International cooperation was a common feature: 28% of papers on oil, 21% for
mining and 17% for water and history matching.

• Many papers had authors from companies or consulting firms (57.8% for oil;
35.2% for mining; 23.8% for history matching) but far fewer for water (only
9.2%), probably because water is a public good whereas mining and oil com-
panies are designed to make a profit.

• Countries with strong mining and petroleum industries were well-represented
amongst the papers.

• Migration by scientists was a factor that accounted for the excellence of some
countries.

To our surprise there were few patents (only 9 out of 550) and these only started
in 2006 (i.e. 10 years after the initial discovery). It turned out that software could
not be patented software before then. Studies on innovation consider that the
presence of an author from industry demonstrates that company’s interest in the
innovation under study. In the earth sciences, companies often co-author papers in
order to test new methods on their own data.

One of the main contributions of our chapter is to identify this “window-shop-
ping effect”. We consider that co-authoring a single paper does not necessarily mean
that the company has really adopted the method. More effort is required to absorb
new methods. Instead, we postulate that co-authoring a second paper indicates a
more serious interest: we call this “repeat co-authoring”. We found that seven oil
companies and consulting groups had co-authored two or more papers compared to
11 which had contributed to only 1; similarly five mining companies had
co-authored two or more papers compared to 8 which contributed to only 1 paper. It
was surprising not to see South American mining companies such Codelco and
Vale among the mining companies. We were also curious to find out whether the 11
oil companies and 8 mining that only co-authored 1 paper had lost interest in the
method or had trained staff to carry out studies for them or had commissioned
consultants to do them.
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To find out what happened we carried out a survey of academics, end-users in
companies and consultants. Clearly there are limitations to what can be obtained
from voluntary declarations; people may bias their answers but the survey gave us
some ideas about what had happened. The key results were:

• Companies like Codelco and Vale had been active in providing data for final
year and master’s level projects, but had not shown up as “repeat co-authors”.

• A wide range of oil companies that had not published papers had chosen to
provide in-house courses for personnel or had commissioned studies from
Beicip-Franlab, the Consulting division of the IFP.

9.5.1 What Lessons Can Be Learned from the Study
for Policy-Makers

Firstly, while studies on patents can be very effective for assessing the industrial
impact of new discoveries in some fields, they would have completely missed the
target in this field, for two reasons: it was not possible to patent software devel-
opments until after 2005, and secondly even after that date, the new developments
in mining software for these simulations were not patented.

Citation networks proved to be more effective than patents in this field. They
allowed us to track the development of plurigaussian simulations within four dif-
ferent but inter-related academic domains and to industrial partners who publish in
journals with academics. But even citations do not really allow us to get past the
superficial “window-shopping” aspect of publications. Studying “repeat
co-authoring” provides more in-depth insights; surveys of users give a clearer
picture of whether companies are actually implementing new methods.

As Martin and Tang (2007) noted, firms and other users need to expend con-
siderable effort to exploit scientific knowledge. In order to develop the in-house
capability to carry out plurigaussian simulations, they need to acquire software and
to train personnel. This study highlights the importance postgraduate training and
masters’ theses in transferring know-how and implicit knowledge to industry. The
role of these courses in technology transfer to industry is undervalued in the current
procedures for evaluating university departments.
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When analyzing the citations we had been surprised that only 9 of the documents
were patents (Table 9.8). Moreover these were all in the petroleum sector (either oil
or history matching) and were lodged more than a decade after initial discovery of
the method (1996). Why so few patents and why so late? One possible reason for
this is that after the method had been published, the tacit knowledge was partly
encapsulated in software and partly in knowing how to use the software. Firms of
consultants who had acquired this knowledge, made a living carrying out
case-studies for oil companies. Research universities which are also repositories of
this knowledge, transmit it to students via postgraduate diploma courses, or masters
or doctoral programs.

But the main reason for the lack of patents before 2006 (10 years after the initial
discovery) is that oil companies and service providers only started patenting pro-
grams then. Until the late 1960s, computer programs were not considered paten-
table (Bender 1968); they could only be protected by copyright law. By the 1990s,
it had become critical in the information economy to be able to protect IP on
computer programs (Thurlow 1997). Ten years later the problem had been resolved.
Merges (2007) commented: the legal system is integrating software into the fabric
of patent law, and software firms are integrating patents into the competitive fabric
of the industry. So this explains why patents only started to appear so late.

Table 9.8 Patents

Date Field Inventors Assigned to

2007 Oil Gunning, Glinsky and White BHP Billiton
2007 Oil Nivlet and Lucet Nivlet and

Lucet
2009 Oil Le Ravalec-Dupin, Hu and Roggero IFP
2010 History Tillier, Enchery, Gervais-Couplet and Le Ravalec IFP
2012 Oil Maucec and Cullick Landmark
2014 Oil Biver, Henrion, D’or and Allard Total SA
2014 History Da Veiga and Le Ravalec-Dupin IFPEN
2014 History Tillier, Enchery and Gervais-Couplet IFP
2015 Oil Da Veiga and Le Ravalec-Dupin IFPEN
2015 History Heidari, Gervais-Couplet, Le Ravalec-Dupin and

Wackernagel
IFPEN
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